
 
Paper 15/22 

MOOR END 
 
Please see the attached photo of the replacement notice board in place at the 
Manor Court end of Moor End. It would probably benefit from a coat of oil 
based wood preservative although the timber is tanalised and the back is 
marine grade plywood. I am happy to coat it but there is the matter of colour. 
The choice is Dark Brown, light brown or clear. Please let me know your views 
and if in favour of coating, what colour. 
Rhona and I feel that the triangle between the notice board and the fence 
needs clearing up. We propose that :- 

• the dog waste bin be remounted level as it is currently subsiding. 
• the triangle be added to Davina’s grass cutting contract. 
• A small rectangle around the notice board be covered with a hard 

surface. Rob Delaney has suggested that a tanalised timber border be let 
into the ground and the area enclosed slightly dug out before laying a 
membrane and crushed stone. This would be more in keeping with the 
area than concrete or flagstones. A dose of weedkiller infrequently will 
keep weeds from seeding in the stone. 

The other notice board at the Well Lane end has not been installed because it 
is not clear where exactly it should go. There is also the issue of our plans to 
have work done removing trees from the adjacent pond when it dries out and 
the potential for the board to be damaged in the process. Rob will store the 
board until we want him to install it. It is proposed that it be installed in the 
same way as the other board. 
 
Rhona has proposed that a short new footpath be put in from the entrance to 
the neighbouring smallholding on Well Lane to meet the existing path. This is a 
more direct route when approaching from Carr Lane and would enable 
pedestrians to enter Moor End without stepping out into the road. It has been 
made possible by felling the small willow that was overhanging Well Lane at 
that point. The short length of path could be put in initially by clearing dead 
wood from the area, slightly trimming the stump and shallow digging to 
remove undergrowth and provide an earth surface path. Removed dead wood 
would be piled up for chipping by Tree fella later in the year. 
 
I have confirmed with Rob Delaney that he would be willing to tender for this 
work if we decide to go ahead. 



 
Please could I also have your views on the changes to the Well Lane entrance. 
 
Regards 
Bob 
 

 
 
 


